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-Independent expenditure committee and national party committee, Common Cause v. FEC, 6:4
-Local and international union PACs, AO 1985-6, 4:6
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v. FEC, 2:4; 7:7; 9:3

AUDITS
FEC's refusal to disclose audit procedures, upheld, FCM v. FEC, 6:3
Released to the public, 3:7
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Inadequate notices on newspaper ads, FEC v. Furgatch and FEC v. Dominelli, 1:6

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF MICHIGAN POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE
AO 1985-18, 9:1

B.A.D. CAMPAIGNS
AO 1984-62, 5:4
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Steve Bartlett Congressional campaign committee, AO 1985-25, 11:3
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John Breaux Committee, AO 1985-29, 12:4

CALIFORNIANS FOR DEMOCRATIC REPRESENTATION
FEC v., 5:7

CAMPAIGN ASSETS
Candidate's use of, for noncampaign uses, AO 1984-59, 2:3
Sale proceeds, not contributions
-AO 1984-60, 3:1
-AO 1985-1, 4:4
See also: EXCESS CAMPAIGN FUNDS
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Excessive contributions to, by state party committee, FEC v. Dramesi for Congress, 11:4
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Re attribution of contributors' excessive contributions to spouse, AO 1985-25, 11:3
Rebates accepted by, from corporate fundraiser, AO 1985-28, 12:4
Refund of illegal contributions, AO 1984-52, 1:4
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Reporting schedule, 1:1; 7:2
Reporting violations of
-FEC v. Savage for Congress '82, 6:3
-FEC v. Walsh for Congress Committee, 6:3; 11:4
State and local party activities on behalf of, 8:4-5
See also: SLATE CARD/SAMPLE BALLOT

CANTRELL, PAUL
Citizens for Cantrell Committee, AO 1985-10, 5:5

CHARTS
Congressional candidates' financial activity
-Sources of funding, 1983-84, 7:9
-Spending by, 1975-1984, 7:8
-Party support to, 1977-1984, 7:10
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-Candidates for or against whom most were made, 1983-84, 10:7
-Committees making most, 1983-84, 10:7
-In all federal races, 1979-80, 1981-82, 1983-84, 10:5
-In Congressional races, 1983-84, 10:6
PAC financial activity, 1983-84, 8:6
PAC growth, 1984, 3:6
Party financial activity, 1:10-11

PERCY, CHARLES
Citizens for Percy 1984 v. FEC, 1:6
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AO 1985-22, 10:3

CLEARINGHOUSE
Campaign Finance Law 84, 1:12; 2:8
Computerizing Election Administration, Vol. 1, 8:9
Election Directory 84, 1:12; 2:8
Election Directory 85, 8:9
Federal Elections 84, 8:9
Panels meet in Washington, 9:2

COLLECTING AGENTS
State associations used by their national trade association as, AO 1985-12, 6:5
COMMISSIONERS
See: FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

COMMON CAUSE
-v. FEC, 6:4

COMMUNICATIONS/ADVERTISING
By state and local party committees (organizations), conditions for exempt activities supporting candidates, 8:4-5
Communications filers, reporting, correction, 1:3
Corporation's support of federal legislation in its newsletter, exempt expenditure, AO 1984-57; 2:2
Media campaign by membership corporation, MUR 1723, 9:4
Media firm affiliated with nonconnected PAC, FEC v. National Congressional Club, 4:7
Media firm's alleged violations in connection with Congressional campaign, challenged, National Congressional Club and Jefferson Marketing, Inc. v. FEC, 3:3
National party committee's expenditures for media program, AO 1985-14, 7:8
Newspaper ads opposing President Carter's 1980 reelection, as independent expenditures, FEC v. Furgateh and FEC v. Dominelli, 1:6
Nonprofit corporation's payments for media ads funded by foreign national, AO 1984-41, 2:1
Partisan communications disseminated at picnic for candidate, Orloski v. FEC, 2:5
Partisan communications to public
-FEC v. Massachusetts Citizens for Life, 10:7
-Maine Right to Life Committee v. FEC, 10:9
Presidential candidate debate financed by committee, as excessive contributions to candidates, MUR 1695, 3:4
Public media ads claimed as independent expenditures by single candidate committee, MUR 1354, 2:6
Slate mail program for candidates
See: SLATE CARD/SAMPLE BALLOT

COMPLIANCE
Audit and review process, unsuccessfully challenged, FCM v. FEC, 6:3
Certification of public funds challenged, Monad for President Committee v. FEC, 8:8; 12:6
Deadline for challenging FEC dismissal of administrative complaints, court ruling, 12:7
Disposition of administrative complaints challenged
-Antosh v. FEC, 2:4; 7:7; 9:3
-Citizens for Percy v. FEC, 12:7
-Common Cause v. FEC, 6:4; 12:7
-Golar v. FEC, 3:4; 12:7
-Hofmann v. FEC, 7:7; 9:3
-National Congressional Club and Jefferson Marketing, Inc. v. FEC, 3:3
-Orloski v. FEC, 2:5
Enforcement of conciliation agreements, FEC v. National Congressional Club, 4:7
Enforcement process challenged
-NCPAC v. FEC, 10:9
-Spannaus and the LaRouche Campaign v. FEC, 3:4
Enforcement process shortened, 6:1
Enforcement rules, revisions proposed, 7:4
Expedited review of court cases repealed (Pub. L. 98-620), 2:1
MUR index updated, 5:9
Petitions for action on administrative complaints, Citizens for Percy '84 v. FEC, 1:6
Repayment determination challenged by Presidential candidate McGovern, 6:8; 8:3
Reporting violations
-Compliance with requirements achieved, FEC v. Savage for Congress, 6:3
-Party committee's failure to report in-kind contribution, FEC v. Liberal Party Federal Campaign Committee, 3:3

COMPUTER RESOURCES
Computerizing Election Administration, Vol. 1, 8:9
Costs of FEC indexes reduced, 8:9
FEC computer access program for individuals, 9:1
FEC computer access program for states
-Alabama, 4:6
-Brochure describing, 6:8
-Contributor index added, 8:8
-Michigan, 10:1
-Rhode Island, 6:7
Federal/state offices making available federal campaign finance reports, 11:5
MUR index update, 5:9
See also: INFORMATION AIDS; STATISTICS

CONFERENCES
FEC co-hosts workshops
-Boston, 8:8
-Denver, 10:8

CONGRESS
See: LEGISLATION; REGULATIONS

CONGRESSIONAL SCHOLARSHIP TRUST
AO 1985-17, 8:3
CONTRIBUTION LIMITS
For candidate nominated and elected in primary, AO 1984-54, 1:5
For contributions made before but received after general election, AO 1985-5, 4:6
For contributions used to refund illegal donations to 1982 campaign, AO 1985-8, 5:5
For corporate PACs, after merger of parent corporations, AO 1985-27, 12:3
Regulations governing
-Notice of hearing on proposed revisions, 8:1
-Notice of proposed rulemaking, 5:1
Single limit for
-Affiliated local/international union PACs, AO 1985-6, 4:6
-State convention and primary, AO 1984-16, 1:3
Testing-the-waters activities, subject to, 4:3; 7:1
Transfers from incumbent's campaign to successor's campaign, subject to, AO 1985-13, 7:5
Violations of, by
-Affiliated union PACs, Antosh v. FEC, 2:4; 7:7; FEC v. Seafarers' Union of the Pacific Political Fund, 2:6
-Authorized candidate committee, by accepting excessive contributions, FEC v. Re-Elect Hollenbeck to Congress Committee, 9:4
-Authorized candidate committee, through loan to committee sponsoring Presidential debate, MUR 1995, 3:4
-Candidate's wife, through cosigned campaign loan, FEC v. Anderson, 8:8
-Individual, in contributing to authorized candidate committees, FEC v. Wolfson, 12:8
-State party committee, FEC v. Dramesi for Congress, 1:4
-State party nominating convention, Hoffmann v. FEC, 7:7
-Treasurer of authorized candidate committee, FEC v. Committee to Return Stack to Congress, 8:7
-Union PAC, Antosh v. FEC, 9:3

CONTRIBUTIONS
By American subsidiary of foreign corporation, AO 1985-3, 4:5
By spouse
-FEC v. Anderson, 2:6
-Proposed regulation changes, 5:3
Commercial use of contributor information
-AO 1985-16, 7:6
-FEC v. American International Demographic Services, Inc., 6:4
Congressional intern program, not contribution, AO 1985-17, 8:3
Earmarked contributions
See: EARMARKED CONTRIBUTIONS

Fundraising
See: FUNDRAISING

In-kind
See: IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS

Joint contributions, attribution of, proposed revisions to regulations, 5:3

Limits
See: CONTRIBUTION LIMITS
Loan endorsements as, MUR 1509, 4:7
Loans (promissory notes and letters of credit) as, AO 1985-29, 12:4
Nonprofit corporation's payments for media ads, exempt,
-AO 1984-41, 2:1
-MUR 1723, 9:5
Party committee's failure to report in-kind contribution, FEC v. Liberal Party Federal Campaign Committee, 3:3
Proceeds of campaign assets, not a contribution, AO 1984-60, 3:1; AO 1985-1, 4:4

Prohibited
-Contributions from federal contractors/real estate lessors, AO 1984-53, 1:4
-Contributions to foreign nationals, 5:8
-In-kind contributions from trade association to candidate, FEC v. Anderson, 8:8
-Joint corporation/candidate purchase, AO 1985-19, 10:3
-Media services provided by corporation to candidate, National Congressional Club and Jefferson Marketing, Inc. v. FEC, 3:3
-PAC use of employees of parent organization for in-kind contributions, Sierra Club v. FEC, 9:3
-State mail program sponsored by campaign firm, AO 1984-62, 5:4
-State mail program sponsored by nonprofit corporation, FEC v. Californians for Democratic Representation, 5:7
-Transfers from party's state account to federal account, FEC v. 1985 Victory Fund, 12:8
-Union reimbursed by its PAC, MUR 1530, 5:10

Pseudonyms used on FEC reports to detect illegal use of contributor information, 12:5
Reattribution of excessive contributions to contributor's spouse, AO 1985-25, 11:3
Rebates from corporate fundraiser to candidate, not contributions, AO 1985-28, 12:4
Refund of illegal contributions
-By candidate committee, AO 1984-52, 1:4; AO 1984-59, 2:3
-By membership organization, FEC v. NRWC; NRWC v. FEC, 1:7
Reimbursements by candidate for noncampaign use of campaign asset, not contribution, AO 1984-59, 2:3
Sale proceeds of real estate holdings, not contribution, AO 1984-60, 3:1
State and local party activities, exempt as, 8:4
Testing-the-waters funds, subject to contribution limits and prohibitions, new regulations, 4:3; 7:1
Vendor failure to collect debt from political committee, MUR 1354, 2:6
See also: EXCESS CAMPAIGN FUNDS;
IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS;
REPORTS; SOLICITABLE PERSONNEL; STATISTICS

CONVENTIONS
State party nominating, not an election with separate contribution limit, AO 1984-16, 1:3;
Hopfmann v. FEC, 7:7

COORDINATED PARTY EXPENDITURES
National party committee's spending for media program, AO 1985-14, 7:6
Violation of spending limit for Senate campaign, Common Cause v. FEC, 6:4

CORPORATE EXPENDITURES
Disbursements exempted as,
-Corporation's endorsement of federal legislation in its newsletter, AO 1984-57, 2:2
-Media campaign by membership organization, MUR 1723, 9:4
-Nonprofit corporation's payments for media ads, AO 1984-41, 2:1
Partisan communications to public
-Maine Right to Life Committee v. FEC, 10:9
See also: COMMUNICATIONS/ADVERTISING

CORPORATIONS
Campaign firm's endorsement of candidates in state mail program, AO 1984-62, 5:4
Commercial use of FEC contributor information by, FEC v. American International Demographic Services, Inc., 6:4
Communication filers (reporting correction), 1:3
Contributions to state campaign by American subsidiary of foreign corporation, AO 1985-3, 4:5
Corporation's support of federal legislation in its newsletter, AO 1984-57, 2:2
Fundraising services to Congressional campaign, Golar v. FEC, 3:4
Joint purchase of computer system with candidate committee, AO 1985-19, 10:3
Media firm affiliated with nonconnected PAC, FEC v. National Congressional Club, 4:7
Merger of, effect on PACs, AO 1985-27, 12:3
Nonprofit corporation's payments for media ads (funded by foreign national), AO 1984-41, 2:1
Political activity of, involving foreign nationals, 5:8
Rebates from, to candidate, AO 1985-28, 12:4
Refund of contributions by, made through employees, AO 1984-52, 1:4
See also: CORPORATE EXPENDITURES;
SEPARATE SEGREGATED FUND;
SOLICITABLE PERSONNEL

COURT CASES
FEC v.
-American International Demographic Services, Inc., 6:4
-Anderson, 2:6
-Californians for Democratic Representation, 5:7
-Committee to Return Stack to Congress, 8:7
-Dramesi for Congress, 11:4
-Furgatch and Dominelli, 1:6
-Hemenway for Congress Committee, 2:6
-Re-Elect Hollenbeck to Congress Committee, 9:4
-Liberal Party Federal Campaign Committee, 3:3
-Massachusetts Citizens for Life, Inc., 10:7
-Mortgage Attorneys PAC, 5:7
-NCPAC, 4:1; 5:6; Second Suit, 11:4
-NRWC, 1:7
-Savage for Congress '82, 6:3
-Seafarers' Union of the Pacific Political Fund, 2:6
-Walsh for Congress Committee, 6:3; 11:4
-Wolfson, 12:8
-1985 Victory Fund, 12:8
v. FEC
-Antosh, 2:4; 7:7; 9:3
-Citizens for Percy '84, 1:6; 12:6
-Common Cause, 6:4; 12:7
-Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, 9:4
-Fund for a Conservative Majority, 6:3
-Golar, 3:4; 12:7
-Hopfmann, 7:7, 9:3
-Maine Right to Life Committee, 10:9
-Mondale for President Committee, The, 8:8; 12:6
-National Congressional Club and Jefferson Marketing, Inc., 9:3
-NCPAC, 10:9
-Orloski, 2:5
-Sierra Club v. FEC, 9:3
-Spannaus and the La Rouche Campaign, 3:4

CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA, THE CITY OF
AO 1984-58, 2:3

DEBTS
Formula for calculating net outstanding, revisions to regulations governing, 5:2
Liquidated through
- Deceased candidate's estate, AO 1985-10, 5:5
- Sale of individual and partnership assets, AO 1984-60, 3:1
- Transfer of funds from state to federal campaign, AO 1985-2, 4:5

DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
AO 1985-14, 7:6
v. FEC, 2:6

DESIGNATED CONTRIBUTIONS
See: EARMARKED CONTRIBUTIONS

DIRIDON, ROD
AO 1985-3, 4:5

DISBURSEMENTS
See: CORPORATE EXPENDITURES; EXCESS CAMPAIGN FUNDS; EXPENDITURES

DISCLOSURE OF CAMPAIGN FINANCE INFORMATION
Chairman's comments on, 4:1
Commercial use of contributor information
AO 1985-16, 7:6
FEC v. American International Demographic Services, Inc., 6:4
Computer access to FEC data, by individuals, 9:1
Failure to report
- Activity of party's federal account, FEC v. 1985 Victory Fund, 12:8
- Affiliation, by two union PACs, FEC v. Seafarers' Union of the Pacific Political Fund, 2:6
- Compliance with requirements achieved, FEC v. Savage for Congress '82, 8:3
- Independent expenditures for political ads, FEC v. Furgatch; FEC v. Dominelli, 1:6
- In-kind contributions from committee financing Presidential candidate debate, MUR 1695, 3:4
- Receipts, disbursements, itemized contributions, FEC v. Hemenway for Congress Committee, 2:6
Federal/state offices which disclose federal campaign finance reports, 11:5
Pseudonyms used on FEC reports to detect illegal use of contribution information, 12:5
Reporting schedule for candidate nominated and elected in primary, AO 1984-54, 1:5
State computer access to FEC data
- Alabama, 4:6
- Brochure describing, 6:8
- Contributor index added, 8:8
- Rhode Island, 6:7
Sunshine Act rules, prescribed, 11:1
See also: NONFILERS; REPORTS; STATISTICS

DOMINELLI
FEC v. , 1:6

DURENBERGER, SENATOR DAVID
AO 1984-56, 1:5

EARMARKED CONTRIBUTIONS
For refund of illegal contributions to 1982 campaign, AO 1985-8, 5:5
Proposed revisions to regulations governing, 5:1-2

EMPLOYEES
Corporate contributions made through, refunded, AO 1984-52, 1:4
Membership organization PAC's use of, for in-kind contribution program, Sierra Club v. FEC, 9:3
Participation in PAC activities, AO 1985-23, 10:4
Sollicitable personnel
See: FUNDRAISING; SOLICITABLE PERSONNEL

ENFORCEMENT
Procedures shortened, 6:1
Proposed revisions to rules governing, 7:4
See also: COMPLIANCE

EVANS, CONGRESSMAN LANE
Friends of Lane Evans, AO 1985-28, 12:4

EXCESS CAMPAIGN FUNDS
AO 1985-1, 4:4
AO 1985-9, 5:5
AO 1985-13, 7:5
AO 1985-22, 10:3
AO 1985-30, 12:4
800 Line, 2:4

EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL
See: CORPORATIONS; FUNDRAISING

EXEMPT ACTIVITIES
Corporate/labor communications
See: COMMUNICATIONS/ADVERTISING
Corporation's endorsement of federal legislation in its newsletter, AO 1984-57, 2:2
Of state and local party committees (organizations), 8:4-5
Testing-the-waters activities, regulations, 4:3; 7:1

EXPENDITURES
Campaign firm's endorsement of candidates in slate mail program, prohibited, AO 1984-32, 5:4
Congressional intern program, not expenditure, AO 1985-17, 8:3
Corporation's endorsement of federal legislation in its newsletter, exempt, AO 1984-57, 2:2
Excess campaign funds used to purchase evening attire, not expenditures, AO 1985-22, 10:3
Limits on spending by political committees for publicly funded Presidential nominees, unconstitutional, FEC v. NCPAC, 4:1; 5:6
Media campaign by membership organization, not expenditure, MUR 1723, 9:4
Nonprofit corporation's payments for media ads, not expenditure, AO 1984-41, 2:1
Salary payments to publicly funded Presidential primary candidate, as nonqualified campaign expenses, 6:6
Security costs as qualified campaign expense of publicly funded Presidential campaign, AO 1984-58, 2:3
State and local party activities, exempt as, 8:4-5
See also: COORDINATED PARTY EXPENDITURES; CORPORATE EXPENDITURES; INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES; REPORTING; STATISTICS

FEDERAL CONTRACTOR
PAC established by wholly owned corporation of, AO 1985-23, 10:4
Trade association members as, prohibited from contributing to association's PAC, AO 1984-53, 1:4

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
Audit and review procedures, challenged, FCM v. FEC, 6:3
Budget testimony (FY 1986), 6:6
Clearinghouse panels meet in Washington, 9:2
Computer data base
- Individual access to, 9:1
- State access to, 4:6; 6:7; 8:8; 10:1
Employees, standards of conduct, proposed rulemaking, 12:5
Enforcement procedures shortened, 6:1
Expeditied review of FECA court cases repealed (Pub. L. 98-620), 2:1
Information division reorganized, 6:7
Josefiak, Thomas J., appointed Commissioner, 10:1
Legislative recommendations submitted to Congress, 5:9
Meetings, procedures for closing, 11:1
Morgan, Scott E., designated Special Deputy to Secretary of the Senate for the FEC, 10:1
New headquarters, 12:1
New officers elected, 1:1
Publications
See: PUBLICATIONS

Regulations
See: REGULATIONS
Staff
See: STAFF
Tenth anniversary of FEC
- Interview with FEC Chairman, 4:1
- The First Ten Years, published, 6:7
See also: COMPLIANCE; LEGISLATION

FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICES
1984-17 through 1984-19, 1:12
1985-4, 6:5
1985-5, 7:1
1985-6, 7:4
1985-7 through 1985-10, 8:2
1985-11, 11:2

FOREIGN NATIONAL
Contributions to state campaign by American subsidiary of foreign corporation, AO 1985-3, 4:5
Federal election laws governing political activities of, 5:8
Nonprofit corporation's media ads funded by, AO 1984-41, 2:1

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA)
FEC audit and review procedures challenged through, FCM v. FEC, 6:3
Individuals' direct access to FEC computer data, through, 9:1

FUND FOR A CONSERVATIVE MAJORITY
v. FEC, 6:3

FUNDRAISING
Bank PAC's solicitation of law firm's partners, AO 1984-55, 1:5
By allied members for their trade association's PAC, AO 1984-33, 1:3
By corporate employees on behalf of Congressional campaign, Golar v. FEC, 3:4
By federal PAC recently converted from nonfederal PAC, AO 1985-18, 9:1
By senior citizens, at picnic, Orloski v. FEC, 2:5
By trade association, use of authorization form, AO 1984-33, 1:3; AO 1984-61, 3:2
By unincorporated membership organization through PAC, AO 1985-24, 11:3
Collecting agents used by national trade association for, AO 1985-12, 6:5
Reattributions of excessive contributions to contributor's spouse, AO 1985-25, 11:3
Refunds from corporate fundraiser to candidate, AO 1985-28, 12:4
Refund of illegal contributions
- By candidate committee, AO 1984-52, 1:4; AO 1984-59, 2:3; AO 1985-8, 5:5
- By membership organization, FEC v. NRWC; NRWC v. FEC, 1:7

Solicitable personnel
See: SOLICITABLE PERSONNEL
Solicitation notice excluded from nonconnected PAC's mailings, FEC v. NCPAC, 11:4

FURGATCH
FEC v. , 1:6

GENERAL ELECTIONS
Contributions made before but received after general election campaign, AO 1985-5, 4:6

GOLAR, SIMEON
Golar v. FEC, 3:4

GSMMI HOLDINGS INC.
AO 1985-23, 10:4

HEMENWAY, JOHN
FEC v. Hemenway for Congress Committee, 2:6

HOLLENBECK, HAROLD
FEC v. Re-Elect Hollenbeck to Congress Committee, 9:4

HOLT, REPRESENTATIVE MAJORIE
AO 1985-30, 12:4

HONORARIUM
Publisher's payments to Senator, excluded, AO 1984-56, 1:5
University's payments to Senator, excluded, AO 1985-4, 4:5

HOPFMANN, ALWIN E.
Hopfmann v. FEC, 7:7; 9:3

HUNT, GOVERNOR JIM
AO 1984-48, 2:1

INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES
Affiliation of independent expenditure committee with national party committee, Common Cause v. FEC, 6:4
Nonconnected PAC's failure to include solicitation notice on fundraising materials, FEC v. NCPAC, 11:4
Payments for newspaper ads opposing President Carter's 1980 reelection, FEC v. Furgatch, FEC v. Dominelli, 1:6
Public media ads by single candidate committee, MUR 1354, 2:6

INDIVIDUALS
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